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Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 

OPERATING RELIABILITY WORKING GROUP 
Tues and Wed May 11 – 12, 2011 
9:00 AM – 5:00 PM, May 11, 2011 
8:00 AM – 3:30 PM, May 12, 2011  

 
 

• D R A F T  M e e t i n g  M i n u t e s  •  

Robert – CLEC, Bill Nolte, Dave Pritchard, John Allen, John Stephens, Anthony 
Due, Steve Haun, Greg McAuley – OG&E 

 
Agenda Item 1 – Administrative Items/Approve Previous Meetings/Review Agenda  (Jason 
Smith/Allen Klassen) 
Meeting started at 9 am, role call was taken.   The list of attendees appears in Attachment 1:   
 
Jim Useldinger and Danny McDaniel are not able to attend the meeting today.   
 
Allen Klassen will be acting Chair in Jim’s absence.  Silence is agreement.   
Approval of previous meeting minutes was requested.   
Kyle made motion to approve Paul seconded the March 31 minutes.  Minutes were approved,  
Ron G made a motion to approve March 17th, Paul seconded the motion.  Kyle wasn’t at the meeting.  
Minutes will be adjusted.   Minutes were approved with noted changes. 
 
Robert would like a few minutes during the meeting do discuss what he is doing now.   
 
Agenda Item 4 may need to wait until tomorrow, TWG is meeting today.  This will allow us to review with 
their comments. 
 
Agenda Item 2 – Market Protocol Revision Request Review  (Jason Smith/Marisa Choate)  
 
Use the version dated 5/6, updated in the zip file.   

Jason suggests that these are after the fact, billing, pricing, etc… not Reliability Related in his opinion.   
1. PRR232 – Handling of Incorrect Schedule Adjustments 
When we re-price after the fact, there is a set of scenarios used to determine if there were incorrect 
schedule adjustments made in real time.  This PRR says we won’t go back and reinstate schedule 
curtailments into the system and re-solve.  The billing will be based on the actual use in real time.   
2. PRR235 – Change LIP Re-Pricing Deadline 
Current Protocol requires a form, OASIS posting, etc… that by 5pm of the Operating Day +1, any 
issues that affected prices with errors must be posted.  This PRR allows the posting to be made by 
the end of the fourth day.  The 17 hours following the day is sometimes not always enough time to 
find all of the information needed.  The regulation is set in the protocols that aren’t changed, per 
Allen.  Jason confirmed.  Even with this PRR, prices will still be updated prior to initial settlement 
statements.  This just allows SPP to make changes up to Day + 4 without making a FERC filing to do 
so.  In most cases, the price corrections end up being smaller than it costs to pay the lawyers to make 
the FERC filing.  Kyle asked about how it came about.  Jason explained as an example that this helps 
with a weekend issue identified by SPP on Monday.  If the identification occurred after the Day + 1 
timeline, no repricing could be done.  
 
“Approved with no reliability impact” for both. 
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Agenda Item 3 – Business Practice Review (Clint Savoy) 
 
1. BPR018 – Generation Interconnection Procedures  (provide feedback) 

Jim Hotovy said this is a new Business Practice for a generator, the BPR provides clarity of when it’s 
under SPP jurisdiction, and what SPP will do if a non Tariff facilities and which agreement will be 
used for non-jurisdictional generators.  Clint said this is on the BPWG meeting for next week.  Richard 
Ross does not see a reliability impact in this BPR.   
 
Allen commented on the section where the transmission owner is responsible for impacts to the 
system.  Identify any flow from that interconnection that may flow back onto the transmission system.  
If there were flow back, SPP should be notified, where SPP would evaluate the flows.  Ron 
mentioned #3 as the place this is located in the BPR.  Allen requested a comment to be added on 
when it’s pushed to SPP.  Jason suggested the additional language may keep from needing another 
BPR in the future for clarification.  Kyle agrees with Allen, impact bound in more definitive terms.  
Jason suggested impacts the transmission system as determined by the transmission owner. 
 

2. BPR020 – Network Resource Interconnection Service (provide feedback) 
This should not impact reliability either, according to Richard Ross.  This lays out the processes to be 
followed if someone requests a study.  The activities are well in advance of real time.  Liam asked 
about the way it’s done today, source and sink.  How is it different than a network resource?  Jason 
explained that a network resource is sent to a source zone, as an energy resource to the entire tariff 
footprint.  Not deliverability, only what is needed to connect to the bus.  A specific sink would require 
a transmission service study.  Jim H. said they look at delivering to the host zone, the aggregate 
study must still be done for specific.  SPP provide network interconnection service, this is that 
process.  Richard said that this may affect the volume of Interconnect Upgrades that are identified 
and charged to the customer.  There is no tariff language change needed based on this.   
 

3. BPR019 – Designated Transmission Owner (approved by MOPC, pending ORWG review)  
Richard reviewed this BPR.  He also doesn’t see this as reliability related.  Allen asked when are they 
required to determine when or who will operate it?  Ron G mentioned a similar situation with a Trans 
Owner who isn’t associated with a utility?  Someone needs to figure out how it gets assigned to a 
zone or other area.  We should highlight the operational concerns and how we’re going to handle 
losses, which probably needs to be cleared up and discussed further.  When you sign up to own it, 
you’re signed up to own everything… per Richard.   
 
Allen will talk with Jim about how we would like to bring the concerns forward for the BPR019.   
1. Passing on ownership of the line needs hooks for how it’s to be operated. 
2. How we settle NTC’s for building lines and the losses of line details need to be worked out.  

Balanced Portfolio plays into this, entire losses of the facility should be taken on by more than the 
BA.   

 
Dave Pritchard motioned to approve BPR019, Paul Lampe seconded the motion.  Motion passed 
unanimously.   
 
Break 10:01 – 10:15 AM 

 
Agenda Item 6 – Integrated Marketplace/Consolidated Balancing Authority 
 
1. Reserve Zone 

Jason provided a history of the zone discussion, summer 2009 initial discussions of Future Markets.  
TRM and capacity won’t be the same going forward, based on ensuring reserves are deliverable.   
The zones are supposed to keep the reserves from all being in a localized area of the system.  This 
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group determined some possible zones; MWG added on information and modified the minimum 
calculation.  Historical BA’s may get separated causing concerns for where the load and generation 
may be and reserves for the area.  SPP staff can calculate the minimum amount of reserves for a 
zone and if not available in that amount, the amount would become the calculated amount.  The 
minimum could show a potential zone determination problem.  The SPS south end has a stability 
limitation.  Import capability needs to set aside what is needed for the stability.  There is a concern 
from the Market side that this doesn’t allow the reserves to be traded around.  This group will likely 
need to sponsor a PRR for the import to be offset based on the stability concerns.  The intention is to 
operate the south end the same as it is done today.  SPS and Sunflower had concerns and voted 
against the PRR – SPP staff had a meeting with Xcel.  Allen George provided some information to 
Jason and walked though it in the meeting.  They are uncomfortable with the zoning since the 
changes have been made to the original zoning proposal.  They have generators outside of the area 
where they need the reserves.  Once in the CBA, Sunflower won’t have the reserve obligation any 
longer.  Each MP is only obligated to offer and pay for their share of the reserve obligation.  The 
obligation is only on the CBA.  The reserve zone limitations may allow a generator in another zone to 
fulfill the obligations of the CBA.  Bill is concerned that they can’t transfer reserves across the zonal 
boundaries, more like pseudo ties used today.  The CBA will be regulating on the CBA boundary, not 
the Sunflower area.  Regulation will be procured and performed on a BA (CBA) basis.  Each market 
participant will be responsible to pay for its share of the reserves.  SPP will buy them, and charge 
based on the pro-rated charge. SPP will purchase only those reserves that are going to be 
deliverable and the cheapest of those. The zone minimum is for limiting the import of power into the 
area.   
 
Jason displayed SPP RZ Methodology on page 7, shows maps of the zones.  Jason talked through 
the zone responsibilities once the CBA is in place.  The members on the call suggested Jason 
explains this to the MWG, which has been done at least once.  The zonal boundaries is indicative of 
congestion that has taken place in the past.     
 
Bill went through a scenario.  They are in a constraint to the point of an EEA-3, carrying 250 MW 
reserves most of the time?  The RSG said they have to carry an amount based on load ration share.  
In the future, you have to pay for reserves based on your load-ratio-share of the entire CBA 
obligation.  Red Willow-Mingo is congested and Holcomb is off.  140 MW unit on Ft Dodge.  The 
system would see how much could be imported before overloading anything else.  They are looking 
at real time overloads, not N – 1 because the contingency will be the loss of the unit.  If the 140 can 
be imported, 14 MW (with 10% shift factor), probably won’t push us to overload on Red Willow-Mingo.  
Used TLR and CME data to determine the zones.   
 
The second map showed NTC’s which are expected to be in place before the Market goes live.  A 
new line going in service or a unit taken out by weather (tornado), could be the point of a review of 
the zone.   
The question was asked on how the load will be calculated?  It will be based on MP forecast; we put it 
in the model across your entire load.  We put it in the case; each p-node has to live in a zone 
somewhere, which is allocated as residing in a zone.  The MP load will pay for its share of the 
obligation.  What we are willing to pay for the load is based on the zonal boundaries.   
 
Ron pointed out that zone boundaries may be completely different based on changes that are made 
in the system by the time the Market goes live.   
 
MISO has done the zones informally, they procure the reserves, and in real time identify the 
constraints using their intraday commitment to place the reserves where needed.   
 
Allen asked about non-Market entities that are in the CBA?  They will get reserve obligations the 
same as they do today.  They won’t participate in the AS Market, so they will have to buy from the 
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pool just like they do today.  Non-Market participant won’t be part of the CBA either.  Ron has entities 
within their BA that won’t be part of the market.  But going forward, you can’t join the CBA without 
joining the Market.  
 
Pseudo-ties.  Will the BA to BA pseudo-ties go away?  If Market BA to Market BA, they should go 
away.  The calculations will be handled on the back side in settlements.  Thought they would have to 
account for something, in Allen’s mind.  Jason thinks it may be modeled as a joint-owned unit.  Maybe 
not operating to the value, but it still may need to be monitored in Allen’s mind.  They may fall into 
deploying regulation, which will go back to an after the fact meter read.   
Pseudo crossing BA boundaries will be a tie out of SPP, not the individual entity.  SPP isn’t going to 
do the check outs, according to Ron, but in an Ops Manager meeting recently, Jason understood that 
SPP would do it.  Jason will touch base with Shari prior to the LR meeting about the current decision 
for who is doing the check-out. 
 
Kyle asked about TRM, specifically setting aside the extra transmission capability to protect the 
stability issue in south SPS.  Need to determine the term/language and  create an MPRR for the 
clarification, setting aside the south stability margin in Zone 3 (Staff).   Reference Physical Import 
Capability taking into consideration the available ATC for the area when determining minimums.   
Jason offered to have the zone discussion again with Sunflower people (Jason to set up).   
 
The zones are scheduled to be calculated every 6 months and they should be posted in advance 
which should give time for comments. 
 
Ron asked about an education of the membership.  Allen suggested that with it being so complex, it’s 
hard to provide education especially when it’s not a concern of them at this time.   
 
The drafting of the MPRR should fulfill the ORWG obligation about Zones from the MOPC.   
 
Ron would like to add the NERC Advisory to the Other Items in the agenda. 
 

2. CBASC/MWG/ORWG/CWG Joint Meeting Agenda 
Jason provided the CBASC excel spreadsheet with action items that will become the agenda for the joint 
meeting.  Jason wanted to discuss other things outside of what is on this list.   

a. Pseudo-tie and the impact of not having them in the Integrated Marketplace.  Ron said he 
understood that there will be no need for them in the CBA… this was the answer when asked 
before, consistently.   

b. Losses 
c. Testing 
d. Restorations - Based on software limitations the plans will need to maintain base AGC, how 

does that impact the restoration plans going forward.  Equitable distribution of costs based on 
overall response.   

e. Backup plan for when the SPP AGC unavailable 
If you have concerns or agenda items for the joint meeting on May 25th, please send them to Jason for 
inclusion in the agenda and discussion. 
 
Lunch Break until 1pm. 
 
Agenda Item 7 – Outage Coordination 
 
Jason provided a WebEx link to the ORWG exploder before the meeting began at 1pm.   
 

1. Outage Schedule Status Update (Jason Smith) – Dec 2010 we were trying to get the contract 
signed with Equinox, shortly after, we worked to get the system installed and configured.  We 
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have reevaluated and for testing, training, needs, we are looking at mid-September for go live 
with this as a replacement to the OPS1 system, with a parallel of both systems for a period of 
time.  SPP hasn’t fixed the certificate on the Report Tool; Ron is interested in knowing when it’s 
going away.  Jason now has business control of OPS1.   Individual OPS1 applications are being 
addressed on an application by application basis.    

 
2. CROW Outage Schedule Demo (Derek Hawkins) - Derek did a demo on the new CROW system 

using the web client.  There are test userids based on email addresses.  Allen and Ron 
suggested that if it could identify Affected BA’s, with a notify tool would be useful.  Flags for tie-
lines will exist.  Possibly for Phase 2 as a data attribute.   

 
The cause code is more for Market Monitoring than for Jason’s team’s purposes, but it will likely 
be used for metrics.   
 
Web browser and certificate will be required for access to the system after the initial beta testing.   
 
Beta testing will lead to more questions.  This would still be a good idea to identify other options 
and fields that may be needed.   
 
The requests for equipment information should be sent to everyone early next week.  Once back 
to Jason, they will build the equipment lists.  Breakers won’t go in during this phase.   It could be 
submitted as a “Non Modeled Equipment” outage as a work around.  It will be archived and 
traceable.   
 
Have we hit it with a 3 terminal line or parallel feeders?  These are things that will come out of the 
beta testing.  The Monday after Memorial Day, the substation, common name part should be 
done, then they can start plugging in people to test.   
 
Douglas asked to confirm that we could get reports for the year, etc?  Yes, that is true, but we’re 
not putting the OPS1 information in this system, so the OPS1 data will still be available, but not 
from the CROW system.  The information will be backed up and useable for compliance reports.  
This should be maintained indefinitely.   
 
Break 2:13 – 2:30 PM 

 
Next Steps:  Each TO/GO/Member will be contacted for sign off on common names for the 
substations.  Expected turnaround - 2 weeks. 
June 20, Beta testing to start, several have already volunteered.   
Training materials are being developed.  Recorded slide show is a possibility.  Ron is concerned 
with a September roll out, because of the work to enter the information in the two systems.   
 

3. Criteria Appendix 7 (Data Dictionary) (Jason Smith) 
a. Approved in a prior meeting to give to CWG etc… and at some point a requirement of 

record system log.  With the sliding timeline on the CROW and breakers, we probably 
should review the dates that were listed in the approved version. 

b. Ark Electric made some comments that may cause us to make minor adjustments, which 
should be reviewed with the group.  Jason didn’t include the Appendix 7 in the meeting 
materials.  Develop FAQ.  This will be included in tomorrow’s meeting.   

 
4. Outage Coordination Metrics  (Jason Smith) 

Derek provided the data, with meeting material.  “May Outage metrics.xls”.  Word document 
“Outage Metrics Explained”.   
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This is not based on a requirement, but included as part of a working group of outage 
coordinators New England ISO’s presentation. 
 
Jason reviewed the metrics.  One item that shows up is that we need to make approvals happen 
faster.  Ron and a caller pointed out that there are scheduling problems that need to be 
considered.  Reliability issues in real time will always take precedence.  If due to an unforeseen 
cause, it’s easier to explain.  We may have some “pre-approved” outages; real time conditions 
could cause an outage to be canceled last minute.  This could be considered a conditional 
approval, per Ron.  Jason said the conditional they like to have the condition that it’s based on as 
part of the approval.   
 
Do we have any goals for the metrics?  NYISO had some that were used.  We don’t have any 
goals defined at this time.  We should see what kind of data the new system has. 
The last 3 are titled “FERC”, why?  FERC asked ISO New England to pull the metrics for outages 
for 5 days or more for facilities > 200 kV.  Allen is concerned with keeping the title to include 
FERC.   
 

5. Draft Criteria Appendix 12 (Outage Coordination Methodology) (Jason Smith) 
Jason included the Appendix in the Meeting Material.  It is loosely modeled after MISO and ISO-NE 
documents.  Once this is finalized, the information can be handed to the vendor for drop-down boxes.   
 
Kyle suggested that Hotline work does not designate as an outage.  It doesn’t go to SDX, but can be 
provided to the RC if the entity wants to.  Nothing goes to EMS.  SPP will do something to 
acknowledge that we received it.   
 
Emergency – requested discussion for another word.  
 
Mike Wech asked if the information is informational only, is it required.  Should the language be more 
stringent?  Jason showed some language from Criteria 5.  These have to be reported and approved, 
for scheduled outages, but indicated that it may not have to be reported.   
 
You can’t submit a planned outage request on anything less than 7 days in advance.  If it doesn’t 
require RC approval, how will that be enforced?  In the software, it won’t allow a planned based on 
the timing requirements.   The 7 days allows the RC to give the request a priority.  
 
John asked what SPP’s requirement is to deny an “opportunity” outage request.   
 
We (Staff) have to revisit CROW, to make final changes to categories.   
 
Jason modified the document to reflect the group’s discussion.   
 
Jason will give the list of outage types to the vendor to populate the drop-down lists.   

 
Agenda Item 9 – TLR/DCS/OEC Reports 
Include CME Information (events and hours) in the TLR Report going forward. (Staff) 
OEC reports are being changed for the procedure, they weren’t ready enough to show today.   
 
The reports were reviewed by the group.   
 
Reserves, an entity in the RSG when derating a unit in their BA, they file an RSS event for the headroom 
left on the unit based on Criteria 6, loss of capability of greater than 50 MW.  They are saying no 
assistance required.  When the entity does that, its decrementing their reserve obligation, even though 
there is plenty remaining for the reserves.  The Criteria needs to be updated to stop this from being done.  
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The intention was not to allow it at the time, wording needs to be changed.  Robert mentioned that 
Contingency in Criteria defines it where this should not be allowed, ‘unable to replace’ is included.  Allen 
K. reads it in a different way, based on comma placement.  Ron said 6.4.2 talks about it more.  If their 
output didn’t change by 50 MW or more…Transmission Limitations were not meant in the wording, but 
should it be added?  Jim Williams said the commas mean that it’s correctly stated.  The derate could be 
noted in OPS1 or SDX.  Robert said it could be an OEC.   
Review and update Criteria 6.2.14 and definition, verifying that the gap is closed.  Changes to be made 
by Staff. 
 
Agenda Item 10 – Other Items 
 
1. NERC Advisory on GMDs (Ron Gunderson) 

The advisory contains actions for the RC and may have an impact on the BA’s.  Nebraska doesn’t 
have the right ground configuration, Northeastern Kansas shows up on the new map.  Robert is going 
to look for the new map.   
 
The Wall Street Journal ran an article that made Allen’s company take notice.  The normal CT’s won’t 
pick up everything, something else needs to be added/installed. 
 
Allen suggested that this become a recurring agenda item.  Ron G has a person who is 
knowledgeable in GMD.  Peak is estimated as May of 2013.  Liam commented that they have caused 
blackouts in Canada.     
 
Is there a plan to get entities to increase real and reactive reserves?  Some requires notification to the 
RC.  GSU temperature monitors, etc… may be helpful.   
 
Likely discussed at the next MOPC meeting. 
 

2. Compliance Action Notice (draft) – 0026 (Ron Gunderson) 
Protective Relays under TOP-006 R3.  Ron’s concern is that it references RC, TOP, and BA regardless of 
ownership or maintenance responsibilities.  Wide-reaching scope of this CAN is a concern.     
 
3. Entergy and MISO (discussed on 5/11) 
 

a. Mike Wech brought up the move of Entergy to MISO, asked if anyone was concerned, the 
response was yes, there are concerns.  The single largest contingency becomes Wolf-Creek 
(~1200 MW) or Iatan2 (~950 MW).  Jason has done some analysis, functionally nothing has 
to change, calculations and operations.  We go from a requirement of 1800 to around 1600 
based on the different units.  Everyone’s total reserve obligation goes up around 30%.  
Entergy carries about 35% of the reserves.   

 
b. Concern related to TRM review, SPP calculates based on RSG’s responding to loss of our 

RSG units using SPP Transmission Provider flowgates, but based on joint operating 
agreement with MISO, we have to hold back reserves for MISO TRM.  If Entergy joins MISO 
RSG, we will need to honor and set aside TRM for MISO to cover all of the TRM for their 
flowgates.  If their TRM impact is higher than ours, we will hold back for theirs.   

 
c. There are clarification requests for FERC filings.   

 
d. Other entities will have some decisions to make, such as LEPA, LAFA.   

 
Politics and other things are all involved.  Publically announced information indicates the move 
would be made the end of 2013.  SPP’s website contains links to the information as it changes.   
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Liam asked who was involved in the JOU.  After March 2014, its more on the Regulatory side, 
Jason said it would probably happen after the FERC response.   There is a meeting quarterly to 
discuss these types of items.   
 
Kyle remembers a TVA entity who wanted to be in the RSG for a set amount.  Jason said it was a 
couple years ago, never came to fruition.   
 
Jason would like to move away from daily reserve obligation, moving more to a seasonal 
obligation.  This would get away from the daily Load and Capability report.  Under the CBA, we 
will do hourly load calculations, but the reserve obligation wouldn’t be calculated each day.   
 
Reserve requirement is based off of the units online.  Dynamic requirement in both now and CBA  
(the total would be more static).  Annually determine the largest unit.  Liam suggested that its 
cheaper to carry based on dynamic than a seasonal or annual.  Jason said the change now for 
the total maybe +/- 10 MW.  This would also free up resources.   
Associated, WAPA, Constellation, LEPA, etc… are also involved, but not in the CBA.  Liam asked 
if we had considered a RSG with MISO.   
 

New Day – 5/12/11, started the meeting at 9 AM.  Jason did the role call.  Allen reviewed what was 
discussed yesterday, giving more detail on the information that was discussed after 5pm Central time for 
those who may have dropped off the call.   

 
 

Agenda Item 8 – Blackstart Plan/Capability 
Jason sent the Blackstart information this morning to the members only list.  Providing a copy to anyone 
who did not receive it.   Ron said if we make a few changes to the Plan, we can get rid of Criteria 9 and 
Appendix 4.  Most of the information is redundant between the two. 
 
Jason displayed the plan with the redline information.  Ron talked through the changes he has made, but 
indicated that he has not completed the updates based on the NERC standards.  Criteria 10 language 
needs some changes/cleanup – TOP’s and BA’s.  (Ron G will take this action item.) 
 
Correct typo on the form within the document.   
 
Form requested for submission of Blackstart testing results.  Standardized Reporting Form.  Ron thinks 
the region should come up with the testing.   
 
What needs to be stated for a successful test of the Blackstart unit that will be performed annually? What 
if the test fails?  What are the steps that need to be followed?  GO does the testing and TO has the plan.  
Standards don’t require a successful test, just a test.   
 
Submit Blackstart outages to CROW (Jason to add to the CROW list of items)  Flag to show that it’s a 
blackstart unit, outage could be submitted showing the blackstart is unavailable.   
 
EOP-005-2, Req 15, GO is supposed to notify TO of changes in ability to meet blackstart plan.  Does this 
meet the requirement?  CROW should allow the information to be known, yes when setting up the groups 
so that the TOP can see the generators.  Does posting constitute notification?  Unknown.  Generator 
Outages aren’t public.  The TO may need to acknowledge that he received it.  John Stephens asked 
about the CROW demo, is the system available for GO’s to report Generators and TO’s to report 
transmission?  The answer is yes.   
 
CIP drags Blackstart units into a critical asset list (substation list) which means more people will be pulling 
units off the Blackstart List.   
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Next meeting with OTWG, run this information by them, training materials will change, concept of moving 
the restoration information out of Criteria and putting in the Plan.   There is not a deadline to make this 
change; we could give them an anticipated date.   
 
Couple of suggestions from the phone.  Page 6, Nuclear plants, if there is an interface requirement, that 
should override the actions to be taken in the plan.  Appendix D.23, should there be a section to 
reference digital type synchronization equipment.  Ron’s experience has been that it doesn’t work 
properly, moving around moves the numbers and can’t be kept up with – digital sync scopes. Mike Wech 
has older versions, movable hands.       
 
Robert asked if we would want a quickstart unavailable category in CROW.  Jason suggested that we 
probably need to provide feedback on Generation statuses in CROW.  Quick start, cold start, forced 
outage and maintenance outage are the four available now.   
 
Provide feedback to Jason on the Blackstart provided and discussed today, by 5/20. (All) 
 

1. Criteria 9 Review update 
 
 

2. EOP-005-2 and EOP-00602 implications – RC has to approve the plans.  There may be 
something to add, but additional discussion is not needed right now. 
 

Agenda Item 10 – Other Items 
 
Robert Rhodes’ discussion – new title - Manager of Reliability Standards.  Robert reviewed the 
presentation that Jonathan Hayes gave.  The presentation described Robert’s new role and his 
responsibilities related to NERC/FERC, etc… Robert has been moved to Process Integrity instead of 
Operations.  Robert will be providing information that is applicable to the entities.  Robert also requests 
that the entities provide feedback based on experiences in your area.  He is interested in issues you 
encounter so we can work on making things better.   
 
Ron G. commented that new standards go through a process, but it’s hard to tell when they are actually in 
effect.  Once FERC approves something, if there was a notice, this standard becomes affective on this 
date, goes into effect on xyz date.  So we don’t have to figure it out for them ourselves.  Mandatory 
Effective Dates on NERC’s website, under Standards   Reliability Standards   Mandatory Effective 
Dates  United States.  Paul mentioned a section called Standards Awaiting Regulatory Approval to 
Future  that is in that area.   

 
Break – 9:35 – 9:50 AM 
Agenda Item 4 – TWG/ORWG Annual Flowgate/TRM Review  
No new IROLs. 
There are 3 IROLs north of Kansas City.  We discussed analyzing all 3 to see if they are needed.  There 
was an uncontrolled separation issue (not a stability issue), according to Ron G.   
 
Jason displayed the TWG flowgate calculation information.  They sponsor the MGWG who develops the 
planning models.  Seasonal models are completed. 
 
We gave them comments on some of their proposed changes.  There were 5 new flowgates proposed 
after their review.  TO’s agreed they are valid.  These will go in the June 1 permanent flowgate upload.  If 
problems arise before then, SPP will create temporary flowgates.  May be needed for AFC Calculations 
and to limit longer term AFC’s to be sold.   
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We don’t typically create flowgates for outages, we will do a temporary flowgates for those.   
 
Jason displayed the list for removal; most have not had any congestion in the last 2 – 3 years.  Some 
have operating guide and run back schemes.  Group consensus is that these are okay to remove. 
 
The IROL methodology is a daily evaluation of IROLs.  Next Day studies that show 120% PC loading, 
they fix the problems encountered, if there were ones that weren’t based on a change to the model for the 
Next Day study, an IROL evaluation is performed.   
 
The TRM page has calculated TRM’s for all flowgates.   
 
Jason requested a motion to accept the TRM calculation and list of flowgates from TWG.  Ron G made 
the motion, Paul Lampe seconded the motion.  The motion passed unanimously.   
 
Agenda Item 5 – MOPC Action Item – SPS Policy Review 
Last fall, SPS for a new Wind Farm was discussed. As a result, SPP policy on SPS was requested.  This 
may end up in the Tariff.  The policy is the one we reviewed before, with comments from other groups.  
V6 is the version sent to TWG this morning.   
 The schedule is 3 years down the road.  The farm is built and ready to go.  If stacked down the line, 
where we lose a transmission line, we lose them all.   
 
Kyle mentioned that an SPS is temporary in nature.  Clean line is a project to build a DC inverter a DC 
line east to TVA, 3000 MW machine.  Tres Amigas super conducting (~5000 MW) is a second SPS.  Both 
will be an SPS long term if not indefinitely.  Jason said it would be a net 0 MW.  Collector system would 
be separate from the transmission system.   
 
Allen reads the policy as N/A for Kyle’s situation.  More that it’s unique to those who are waiting for 
construction.   
 
Allen doesn’t think it’s clear of ¼ mile of interconnection or ¼ mile of wind farm.  Reasonable distance 
may not be as important as redundant communication.  Should we add a limit on how much can be lost in 
one shot.  Jason said we have something about the 50 MW increment control for new Wind Farms, it may 
be filed with FERC.   
Allan G.  would like to get to the point where the units are dispatchable.  Currently we are trying to get to 
where we can force them to get off for reliability congestion.  Ron would like to cap MW, possibly at 600 
MW.  DCS must be filed for ORWG reporting requirements.  A cap may be needed, possibly to the largest 
generating contingency.     
 
Ron suggests that we not allow someone to do something that will create a new largest single 
contingency.   
Kyle suggested that there be a proviso in the doc that this is for those not temporary in nature.  This 
would mean we need one for permanent.  Jason suggests the permanent is already in criteria.  
Paragraph 1 at the top of the SPS Policy narrows the scope of the document.  Kyle indicated that he 
agreed Criteria does reference the permanent SPS.   
 
Allen brought up number 6, changes were made. 
 
We would have a hard time rejecting an SPS based on Criteria 7.  ORWG is a partial owner.   However, 
we can request through MOPC to make changes.   
 
Need to add a statement about limiting the amount of generation that we could lose on a single 
contingency.   
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Jason will send the updated SPS document back to the SPCWG with the group’s updates. 
 
Agenda Item  Continued – Appendix 7 
There are some changes requested.  Jason displayed the updated document for review by the group.   
 
Allen asked if there needed to be approval of the document.  Jason said yes.  Minor wording changes in 
the text, but also changes to the spreadsheet based on CROW changes.   
 
Phase 2, estimated implementation will be sometime TBD after September 2011. Jason doesn’t expect it 
to be a long period of time, but probably a month or two.  
 
The on hold items weren’t included in the information provided to the TWG.  Jason reviewed it with them 
one time on a WebEx, but not the most recent time.  There was some concern about the wind farm on 
hold items by the group at the time.   
 
Text and Spreadsheet as reviewed up for approval.  Ron Gunderson made the motion to approve the 
Appendix 7, Paul Lampe seconded the motion.  The motion passed unanimously.   
 
Jason will provide the approved information to those who need it. 
 
Break for lunch – 11:56 AM – 12:30 PM 
 
Agenda Item Continued - Proposed language for Criteria 6  
First change for Criteria 6 - Jason pulled out sections 6.2.14 and 6.4.2 and displayed them on the screen 
in the room. 
 
This brought up additional discussion, revisiting much of what was discussed on Wednesday.   
 
Ron suggested that the biggest abuse of this issue could be that the entity be told that they can’t 
continually push the button.  After once, they should need to do an OEC.   
 
This will need to be discussed in another meeting.  There are several options for cleaning up the 
language to get more of the situations addressed.   
 
Allen asked the magnitude of the impact.  Jason said it is significant.   
 
Second change for Criteria 6 - James Graham sent some information to Jason a few months ago related 
to assigning reserve obligations where you fall below the threshold and it’s rounded up to 2 MW.  When 
an event is called, deploy spinning first then the rest.  In “I” of criteria 6.4.2, if you’re 2 MW, this will get 
your spinning and the other.  Empire is carrying reserves for Constellation, so they see this item.  Jason 
addressed this in “C”, tying these together.    
 
Other business – Jim Williams mentioned an effort to make the Operating Reserves match the NERC 
standards.  This hasn’t been made because we’re trying to go to a RSG Agreement.   
 
Robert added that there are 2 calls next week.  Tues morning 9- 12, BES Definition, Friday 1 – 4pm Real 
Time Operations Drafting team for TOP standards attempting to consolidate them into 3 standards. 
 
Agenda Item 11 – Next Meeting 
Next scheduled 5/25, joint meeting.  July 28 was the next meeting (con call).  MOPC is July 12.  June 22 
or 23 for a call with a WebEx.  Thurs, June 23rd, 9 – 11 AM CST.  July 28th will still be a con call.  Sept 14 
is next face-to-face on the schedule which will be confirmed later since it’s so close to CROW.   
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Agenda Item 12 – Summary of Action Items (Kathy Jones) 

1. Allen will talk with Jim about how we would like to bring the concerns forward for the BPR019  
2. Jason will touch base with Shari prior to the LR meeting about the current decision for who is 

doing the check-out as part of the Reserve Zone discussion.  
3. Regarding Excessive Transmission Capability in the Reserve Zone discussion, need to determine 

the term/language and create an MPRR for the clarification, setting aside the south stability 
margin in Zone 3 (Staff).     

4. Jason offered to have the zone discussion again with Sunflower's larger group. (Jason to set up).   
5. (All) If you have concerns or agenda items for the joint meeting on May 25th, please send them to 

Jason for inclusion in the agenda and discussion.  
6. Criteria Appendix 7 updates based on Ark Electric’s comments (Jason Smith) This will be 

included in tomorrow’s meeting.  COMPLETE. 
7. Include CME Information (events and hours) in the TLR Report going forward. (Staff)  
8. Review and update Criteria 6.2.14 and definition, verifying that the gap is closed.  Changes to be 

made by Staff.  
9. Criteria 10 language needs some changes/cleanup – TOP’s and BA’s.  (Ron G will take this 

action item.) 
10. Jason to send word document of Criteria 10 to Ron G. 
11. Submit Blackstart outages to CROW (Jason to add to the CROW list of items) 
12. Provide feedback to Jason on the Blackstart document provided and discussed today, by 5/20. 

(All) 
13. Jason will send the updated SPS document back to the SPCWG with the group’s updates. 

 
Agenda Item 13 – Adjourn 
Allen wrapped up the meeting.  Thanks to Jessica for hosting again.   
 
Meeting adjourned at 1:25 PM. 
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Attachment 1: Attendees 
 

First Name Last Name Company Position 
Allen Klassen WERE Vice-Chair 

Anthony Due EDE Member 

Allan George SECI Member 

Ron Gunderson NPPD Member 

Steve Haun LES Member 

Paul Lampe INDN Member 

Kyle McMenamin INDN Member 

David Pritchard AEP Member 

John Stephens SPRM Member 

Michael Wech SWPA Member 

Jason Smith SPP Staff Secretary 

Derek  Hawkins SPP Staff  

Marisa Choate SPP Staff 

Kathy Jones SPP Staff 

John Kerr SPP Staff 

Ken Quimby SPP Staff 

Robert Rhodes SPP Staff 

Clint Savoy SPP Staff 

Jim Williams SPP RE SPP RE 

John Allen SPRM Guest 

Douglas  Callison GRDA Guest 

Jim Hotovy NPPD Guest 

Liam Noailles Xcel Guest 

Bill Nolte SECI Guest 

Richard Ross AEP Guest 
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